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I N T R 0 ~ U C T ION 

LOCATION AND GEOLOGIC SETTING 

Th. Fisher Valley quadrangle in southeastern Grand County, Utah is 

situated in the Canyonlands section of the Colorado Plateau physiographic 

province and is within the fold and fault belt of the Paradox sediaentary 

basin. Fisher Valley is the collapsed crest of a long northwest-trending 

anticline cored by salt of the Pennsylvanian Paradox ForMation of the Hermosa 

Group. The surrounding uplands consist of eolian, fluvial, lacustrine, and 

aarine sediaentary rocks of Peraian through Cretaceous age. Triassic and 

Jurassic eolian and fluvial sandstones are the aajor rock types of the 

r.gion. 

Fisher Valley is situated in the west-central part of the aap area. 

Other pro.inent features include: the Cottonwood graben (northeast of Fisher 

Valley), Polar .. sa (east of Fisher Valley), and Seven Kile mesa (north of 

Fisher Valley and Cottonwood graben). The Dolores River, which drains the 

Unco.pahgre uplift in Colorado, flows north through the extreae northeast 

corner of the .ap area. 

PREVIOUS WORK 

The first description of the geology of the area surrounding Fisher Valley 

was co.piled by Peale (1877, 1878). Early stratigraphie studies were 

conducted by Dutton (1885), Cross (1907), Gilluly and Reeside (1928), and 
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Baker (1933). Kore recently Peterson and Pipiringos (1979), and Pipiringos 

and O'Sullivan (1978) have conducted detailed stratigraphic studies 

e.phasizing correlation of for.ations across the western interior of the 

United States and principal unconfor.ities in Triassic and Jurassic rocks 

across the Colorado Plateau. The regional structure and tectonic history of 

the Paradox basin haa been described by McKnight (1940), Shoe.aker (1954), 

Kelley (1958), Fetzner (1960), Baars (1966), Szabo and Wengerd (1975), and 

Baars and Stevenson (1981). Salt anticlines, which are a Major feature in 

the fold and fault belt of the Paradox basin, have been studied and described 

by Dane (1935), Shoe.aker and others (1958), Jones (1959), Elston and others 

(1962), Cater (1970), Doelling (1983), and Ooelling and others (1988). 

Willia.s (1964) co.piled geologic, structural, and uraniu.-deposit .aps 

of the east-central section of Utah and the "adjacent west-central section of 

Colorado at a scale of 1:250,000. ColMan and Hawkins (1985) Mapped the 

surficial Pliocene-Quaternary deposits of the Fisher Valley-Professor Valley 

area. 

S T RAT I G RAP H Y 

The sedimentary rocks exposed in the Fisher Valley quadrangle range in 

age from Kiddle Pennsylvanian to Early Cretaceous (300 - 100 million years 

ago). The oldest exposed rocks are evaporites, shales, li.estones, and 

sandstones of Pennsylvanian age. The rise of the ancestral Uncompahgre 

highland to the northeast is recorded in a series of arkoses of Pennsylvanian 

(1) and Per_ian age (Elston and others, 1962; and Baars, 1962). 

Conte_poraneous defor.ation and .0veMent of the Pennsylvanian evaporites 
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along northwest-trending salt anticlines resulted in local thinning of 

Per.ian through Jurassic C?) clastic sediaent. over the rising salt. 

Thickness of the Cutler, "oenkopi, and Chinle For.ations varies considerably 

due to syn-depositionalhalokinetic Csalt-related) defor.ation. Continental 

deposition prevailed fro. Late Triassic until Late Cretaceous ti.e and is 

recorded in a picturesque s~uence of .alian sandstones and fluvial 

sandstones and siltstones. Upper Jurassic sediaents are the first deposits 

which blanketed and covered the salt anticlines (Dane, 1935). The Kayenta 

and Navajo For.ations were deposited with thickness variations over the area 

due to a regional thinning of these units toward the east. Pliocene and 

Quaternary units appear to be the only rocks deposited since the Early 

Cretaceous that have not been subsequently eroded. 

Paradox For.ation 

The Paradox For.ation crops out only near the extreme western edge of 

the Fisher Valley quadrangle along Onion Creek, where it forms the exposed 

core 01 the Fisher Valley anticline and Onion Creek diapir. 

The exposure along Onion Creek represents a weathered, dissolved reanant 

01 the Paradox Foraation. The large proportion of soluble salt in the 

Paradox For.ation, which is as great as 70X (Shoe.aker and others, 1958), is 

not evident at the surface. Surface exposures or ·caprock· consist of silty 

shale, gypsu., sandstone, and li.estone. 

Porous, sucrosic whitish-gray gypsu. is a do.inant lithology in the 

Paradox For.etion. Beds of white to gray crystalline gypsu. up to 25 ft 

thick are intricately folded. These gypsu. beds, though they appear 
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including .hale, .and, and contorted cla.t., and it haa a variety of d.for.ed 

.tructur •• and a fe. pri.ary (!) aediaentary atructur... Because of tbe 

.xposure (Onion Cr .. k diapir) and give. the illu.ion that gypsu. coaposes 

.oat of the foraation, though it probably coaposes only 50 X of the exposed 

Paradox Foraation. Sandstone is a subordinate lithology but is veIl 

preserved and exposed in the contorted beds of the diapir. 

HONAKER TRAIL FORMATION 

.' The Honaker Trail Foraation does not crop out in the field area, 

although it is exposed in the adjacent Professor Valley quadrangle. Tbe 

unit is co.posed of fossiliferous li.estone, sandstone, arkosic sandstone, 

.iltstone, and shale. The thickness of the unit varies nonuniforaly due to 

.arly salt flo.age in the underlying Paradox salt. 

CUTLER FORMATION 

Regionally the Cutler Foraation consists predo.inantly of aaroon, red, 

purple, and light-red aottled arkosic sandstone, arkose, arkosic 

conglo.erates, and subordinate sandy audstone. Quart2, fresh feldspar, and 

aicaceous .inerals, and pebble., cobbles, and boulders of granite, gneiss, 

schist, and quartzite are the aajor constituents of the Cutler Foraation. 

Th ••• aat.riala .ere derived froa the Precaabrian crystalline rocks of the 
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ance.tral Uncoapahgr. uplift. The thickness of the rock sequence varies 

considerably. The Cutler foras a thick asya .. tric lens that thickens 

abruptly to the northeast, against the Uncoapahgre uplift, and thins 

gradually to the southw.st l and 8outh.ast. 

In the Fiaher '.lley ar.a only th. upper 1601 ft of the Cutler For.ation 

ar. .xposed, but in the adjacent Pro1 ••• or Valley quadrangle acre than 3048 

1t are exposed and have ~n described by". Jensen and R. Stanecliff 

(Doelling, 1981). The Cutler Foraation consists of pale reddish-purple to 

pale reddish-brown fine- to aediuM-grained arkosic sandstone and pale 

reddish-brown granule- to cobble-congloaerate. The basal contact of the 

Cutler Foraation is not exposed in the Fisher Valley area. The Cutler is in 

1ault contact with the Paradox Foraation near the extre .. western aargin of 

~h. quadrangl. adjacent to the Professor Valley quadrangle. The Cutler crops 

out in the floor 01 Fisher Valley adjacent to the Onion Creek diapir and at 

.everal locations along the eastern and southern ends of Fisher Valley. The 

Cutler foras vell exposed ledge-and-slope topography beneath the soft slope-

1or.ing "oenkopi Foraation. 

Four ... bers within the foraation are recogni%ed in the region. These 

are, in ascending order: the Tenderfoot, Ali Baba, Sewemup, and Pariott 

"eabers (Shoemaker and New.an, 1959). 

In the Fisher Valley quadrangle the "oenkopi consists of reddish-brown 

to chocolate brovn, aicaceous thinly laainated siltstone, sandy siltstone, 

v.ry 1in. to fine-grained sandstone (locally crossbedded) and ainor 
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congloaerate lenses. The foraation is approxi.ately 514 ft thick but 

thickness varies erratically due to syn-depositional salt flowage in and 

adjacent to the Fisher Valley salt anticline. Several intrafor.ational 

unconfor.ities exist in those outcrops that are nearest the axis of the 

collapsed anticline Dr in the regions of thickened salt adjacent to the 

anticline. 

In the Fisher Valley area the Ali Baba "eMber consists of sandstone, and 

sandstone interstratified vith siltstone and Minor congloMeratic lenses. The 

Ali Baba "eMber thickness is 330 ft but varies erratically due to salt 

flovage in the underlying Pennsylvanian Paradox Formation. The Sevemup 

"eMber confor.ably overlies the Ali Baba, and is COMposed of interbedded 

sandstone, siltstone, and subordinate aMounts of Mudstone. The Sevemup 

" •• ber is 140 ft thick but varies by More than 40 ft due to syn-depositional 

salt-induced deforMation. In the Fisher Valley quadrangle the Pariott Kember 

consists of sandstone and interbedded subordinate mudstone. The sandstone is 

moderate reddish-brovn to light brovn, ledge and slope-forming, fine to 

aediu.-grained, Micaceous, gritty, and cross-stratified. The Mudstone is 

co.aonly grayish-purple to dusky purple, slope-forming, and thinly to 

aassively bedded. The Pariott "e.ber is approxiMately 40 ft thick. 

A biaodal distribution of paleocurrent data (asym.etric ripples, cross

beds and scour Marks) to the east and west, and the varied lithology of the 

"oenkopi suggest that conditions of deposition varied from fluvial-dominated 

tidal Mudflat to a tide-influenced fluvial system. 

The "oenkopi Formation crops out along the base of the escarpments that 

surround Fisher Valley. The upper half of the Ali Baba, and the entire 

Seve.up and Pariott "eMbers are veIl exposed. The lover half of the Ali Baba 
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ia coa.anly covered with Quaternary talus deposits. The upper part of the 

Ali Baba and the entire Seweaup and Pariott Heabers are well exposed along 

th. northeastern end of Cottonwood Creek and the Dolores River Valley. 

CHINLE FOR!ATION 

In the Fisher Valley area, the Chinle Foraetion consists of .oderate 

reddish-brown, slope-for.ing, very fine-grained sandstone to siltstone with a 

basel discontinuous li.estone unit. The lower liaestone unit disconfor.ably 

overlies the Hoenkopi For.ation. This basal li.estone unit is probably part 

of the Owl Rock Heaber. 

Horizontal stratification ia the do.inant bedding type, but locally the 

aandstone contains saall-acale, lov-angle cross strata and ripple-.arked 

layers. Wedge-planar and tabular-planar cross-stratification are the 

doainant type of cross-stratification. Locally, the top few feet of the 

Chinle For.ation are similar in co.position and texture to the overlying 

Wingate Sandstone. 

The units in the Chinle and Wingate For.ations that are si_ilar, though 

separated by a .ell-defined unconforaity, appear gradational, and aay 

represent an initial influx of Wingate-like aaterial. The for.ation 

characteristically weathers to for. a reddish-brown, earthy slope broken only 

by thin resistant ledge-for.ing sandstones. 
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GLEN CANYON GROUP 

Wingate Sandstone 

In the Fisher Valley area, the Wingate Sandstone is a .ad.rate reddish

orange to .aderate orange-pink, cliff-foraing, well-sorted, fine-grained, 

cross-stratified eolian quart2 sandstone. The Wingate Sandstone is 

accessible or traversable only where the for.ation has been shattered by 

faulting. The unit is divisible into cross-stratified layers 4-70 ft thick 

by laterally continuous bedding surfaces. The thick hori2ontal layers are 

generally cross-stratified though cross-bedding is faint and often indistinct 

on weathered surfaces. "ediua and large scale trough and wedge-planar cross

~d8 are the doainant type of cross-stratification in the Wingate Sandstone. 

The Wingate Sandstone lie. unconforaably above the Chinle Foraation. 

Locally the unconforaity is angular, such as adjacent to the southvest end of 

Cottonwood graben (SWl/4, SWl/4, sec. 30, T. 24 S., R. 25 E.), and along the 

east wall of Fisher Valley (El/2, sec. 6 and £112, sec. 7, T. 25 S., R. 25 

E.). In Fisher Valley, the Wingate Sandstone foras a reddish-orange, nearly 

vertical cliff that rias the valls surrounding Fisher Valley and the 

Cottonwood, Tho.pson, Burro, and Dolores River Canyons. 

Kayenta For.ation 

In the Fisher Valley quadrangle, the Kayenta is a grayish-orange-pink to 

grayish-red, ledge-foraing, fine to -.diua-grained, irregularly bedded 

calcareous sandstone with subordinate intraforaational eangloaerate and 
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siltstone units. "ost of the sandstones tend to be grayish-orange-pink with 

interstratified grayish-red siltstones and light reddish-brovn conglomerates. 

Lenticularity is typical of all beds coaprising the Kayenta Formation. 

Intertonguing between these lenses is co.aon and results in rapid, abrupt 

changes in lithologic character. 

Two distinct channel aorphologies were identified within the Kayenta 

For.ation. The larger and thicker channel is represented by intraforaational 

congloaerates that are cross-stratified. Trough and tabular-planar cross

beds are the dominant cross-stratification type. A smaller channel 

aorphology or secondary channel consists of stacked, thickly laminated, 

straight foresets coaposed of typical Kayenta sands with scattered coarse 

sand, granules, pebbles (lag), and silty .aterial. 

The for.ation intertongues with the overlying Navajo Sandstone and a 

precise upper contact is difficult to define. The top of the for.ation 

displays typical Kayenta lithology reworked into Navajo-style, trough cross

beds. Thickness of the Kayenta is approximately 217 ft, but varies 

considerably throughout the field area and noticeably thins to the east, 

toward the Uncoapahgre uplift. 

The Kayenta crops out over broad areas and for as extensive dip slopes. 

The dip slope on Seven "ile "esa is alaost entirely composed of the Kayenta 

For.ation. The foraation is also exposed in the vertical escarpments that 

bound Fisher Valley. In the northern escarpaents that bound Fisher Valley 

(Seven "ile "esa) most of the Kayenta Foraation has been stripped off, though 

the basal portion of the formation is present. 
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Navajo Sandstone 

In the Fisher Valley quadrangle, the Navajo Sandstone consists of 

yellowish-gray, cliff-for.ing, fine to -.diu.-grained, cross-stratified 

quart%ose sandstone. The Navajo Sandstone displays three basic bedding 

types: cross-stratification, hori%ontal stratification, and contorted 

stratification. Cross-stratification is do.inant in the Navajo Sandstone. 

Hori%ontal bedding planes that truncate cross-beds may .ark the position of 

ancient water table levels (Stokes, 1968; Loope, 1984) or .ay represent 

interdune deposits (Brookfield, 1977; and Kocurek, 1981). 

Zones of contorted beds were identified in the middle to upper part of 

the section (NW1/4, SW1/4, sec. 14, R. 24 E., T. 25 S.). These %ones appear 

to be co.pressional and consist of elaborate high-angle asy.metrical folds 

and flaae structures. 

"inor but conspicuous thin (less than 1.5 ft) lenses of light gray 

cherty limestone and cherty dolomitic limestone are present near the top of 

the Navajo. These discontinous carbonate lenses are thought to have formed 

in epheaeral lakes aaeng dunes (Gregory, 19Se). 

Paleocurrent data (.ainly foreset orientations) indicate northwesterly 

winds. The initial source of sand probably was strea. beds in the nearby 

region, as evidenced by the interfingering of Kayenta fluvial deposits with 

Navajo eolian deposits. 

In the Fisher Valley area maxi.um thickness of the Navajo is 

approxi.ately 264 ft. Lack of exposure of a complete section and poor 

accessibility prevented the .easure.ent of a complete section. The Navajo 
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visibly thins to the east and pinches out on the east (vest-dipping) flank of 

the Sagers Wash syncline. The pinch-out is visible to the northeast of 

Cottonwood graben fro. Seven.ile and Polar "esas. 

SAN RAFAEL GROUP/ENTRADA SANDSTONE 

Th. Dewey Bridge "e.ber 

The Dewey Bridge ,of the Entrada Sandstone consists of .oderate reddish

orange, soft, hori20ntally bedded, silty sandstone. The unit crops out as an 

earthy slope that for.s a platfor. fro. which the cliffs of the Slickrock 

"e.ber of the Entrada Sandstone rise. All of the unit, except the lover 3-4 

ft of light gray sandstone and li.estone, is consistently darker than the 

subjacent Navajo Sandstone and superjacent Slickrock "e.ber. The unit 

consists predo.inantly of silty fine-grained sandstone with .inor siltstone 

beds. Evidence of Navajo paleotopographic control in the Fisher Valley area 

consists of local thinning and thickening of the Devey Bridge in the 

following locations: sees. 4, 5, 6, T. 24 5., R. 25 E. and SEl/4, NWl/4, sec. 

34, R. 25 E., T. 24 S •• Thinning of the for.ation over paleotopographic 

highs near Polar "esa is accentuated by regional thinning of the for.ation 

toward the east. Disruption and defor.ation of bedding surfaces vas 

identified throughout the Dewey Bridge "e.ber. Contorted beds in .any places 

are bowed into irregular folds as .uch 30 it in a.plitude and 100 ft in wave 

length. This apparent soft-sedi.ent defor.ation affects the lover part of 

the overlying Slickrock Ke.ber as well. This defor.ation is well exposed in 

sec. 6, R. 25 E., T. 24 S., on Seven.ile "esa. 
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Clay rip-up clasts, scour and fill structures, flaae structures, varied 

lithologies and bedfor.s, and the inferred defor.ation of water-saturated 

sedi.ents, suggest subaqueous deposition rather than eolian deposition 

followed by water saturation and post depositional defor.ation. 

The unit thins noticeably to the east-southeast. Thickness on Seven.ile 

ft... reaches a .axi.u. of 46 ft but averages 35 ft. The Dewey Bridge is very 

thin and discontinuous at the base of Polar Kesa. 

Slickrock KeMber 

In the Fisher Valley quadrangle the Slickrock is composed of reddish

orange to light yellowish-gray, rounded cliff-for.ing, fine-grained, cross

.tratifi.d quart20ae sandstone with scattered well rounded, coarse sand 

grains. The unit is covered with a thin veneer of light yellow, fine-grained 

Holocene eolian sand. The Entrada Sandstone contains a relatively wide suite 

of sediMentary structures. The .ost co.aon structure present is trough and 

wedge-planar cross-stratification. Cross-stratification is in aarked 

contrast to the pro.inent, vell defined, sweeping tangential foresets of the 

Navajo Sandstone. "uch of the cross-stratification in the Entrada is aedium

to large-scale, and faint and indistinct especially on weathered surfaces. 

Two types of trough cross-stratification are present. These are Medium-

to larg.-scale eolian trough cross-beds and rare s.all-scale, subaqueous (1) 

trough cross-stratification. Unlike the Navajo where cross-beds continually 

truncate one another, cross-bedded units in the Entrada in many places are 

defined at top and botto. by parallel to sub-parallel surfaces. 
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The Entrada crops out as a proainent cliff that rias Polar and Blue 

Chief Mesas and in a fault block exposed against the southeast bounding fault 

of Cottonwood graben. Coaaonly the lower third of the foraation foras a 

steep slope below a s.aoth cliff for-.d by the upper part of the foraation. 

The upperaost .eaber of the Entrada Sandstone is called the Moab 

"e.ber or "oab Tongue. The ae.ber consists of very light gray, cliff

foraing, medium-grained, quartzose sandstone. The unit displays horizontal, 

massive bedding and low angle wedge-planar and trough cross-stratification. 

High quartz content, coarser average grain size, better sorting, absence 

of coarse grains (·Entrada Berries·) and paler color of the Moab "e.ber help 

distinguish it fro a the underlying Slickrock "e.ber. The Moab "eaber crops 

out in Cottonwood graben adjacent to the southeast bounding fault and as a 

proainent rounded cliff that rims Polar and Blue Chief Mesas. 

"ORRISON FOR"ATION 

Tidwell "eaber 

The Tidwell "eaber consists of aoderate reddish-brown to light gray, 

interbedded fine-grained sandstone and siltstone and in the upper portion of 

the unit, thin bands of light gray, thinly-laainated aphanitic li.estone 

(.icrite). Sandstones of the foraation range from reddish-brovn, Silty, and 

very fine-grained, to light reddish-orange, clean, and fine to .edium

grained. 
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The siltstone of the for.ation is Moderate reddish-brown, ripple

la.inated, and contains disse.inated liaonite (yellow) stained well-rounded 

quartz grains. Liaestone appears approxi.ately 57 ft above the base of the 

for.ation, and in the upper part of the section it is interbedded with 

.andaton. and siltstone. 

The Tidwell/"oab contact is sharp and unconforMable, yet the lower few 

feet of the Tidwell "e.ber .ay actually be transitional with the underlying 

"oab Ke.ber. The Tidwell ae.ber crops out along the ria of Polar and Blue 

Chief Kesas and in Cottonwood graben adjacent to the southeast bounding 

fault. The Tidwell forMs a red slope belov the sandstone ledges and 

siltstone slopes of the Salt Wash KeMber. The Tidwell slope in many places 

is covered with talus froM the overlying Salt Wash and Brushy Basin "eMbers. 

In the Fisher Valley area the Salt Wash "e.ber of the Korrison ForMation 

consists of alternating sandstone and .udstone strata. The sandstone strata 

are generally very light gray to grayish-pink, very fine to .ediu.-grained 

and lenticular-bedded. Individual sandstone units are coaposed of lenticular 

beds that truncate subjacent beds. Truncation surfaces are both irregular 

and s.oath, and represent scoured surfaces. 

A vast .ajority of the lenticular sandstone bodies are cross

stratified. Saall and aediua-scale trough cross-stratification is the 

dOMinant cross-stratification type, though sMall-scale tabular-planar cross

stratification is evident. 
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The doainantlyaudstone strata consist of aDderate reddish-brovn, 

claystone to silty claystone. The audstone strata are hori%ontally bedded, 

but broadly lenticular, and range in thickness froa several inches to 8 ft. 

Kudstone intervals are generally indistinctly to aassively bedded, yet some 

zones display horizontal wavy la.inations. 

The Salt Wash in the Fisher Valley is approxi.ately 250 ft thick. The 

li.ited aerial exposure of the unit prevented deteraination of thickness 

changes across the area. The contact with the underlying Tidwell "ember 

appears gradational, confor.able and interfingering. 

The change froa parallel bedding to lenticular bedding and the absence 

of thin lacustrine limestones at the base of the Salt Wash are consistent 

changes and are diagnostic of the lover contact as represented in the Fisher 

Valley area. 

The Salt Wash for as a steep, ragged slope, consisting of cliff-for.ing 

sandstone ledges alternating with slope-foraing audstone units. The Salt 

Wash is overlain by the slope-forming Brushy Basin "ember of the "orrison 

Formation. The Salt Wash crops out as a steep slope that rims the top of 

Polar and Blue Chief Kesas. 

Sandstone units of the Salt Wash Ke.ber in the Fisher Valley area 

contain uraniua and vanadiua. The .ineralized %ones are closely related to 

carbonaceous debris that lines the botto. and sides of channel-sand bodies. 

The aajor uraniu. bed, which is called the 'Pay off Sand' on Polar "esa 

(Eicher and Bivens, 1955), is located about 20-30 ft belov the Salt 

Wash/Brushy Basin contact. The lowest .inerali%ed %one is about 75 ft above 

the Tidwell/Salt Wash contact. 
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Brushy Basin Kember 

The Brushy Basin strata consist of very poorly exposed variegated 

.udstone, .uddy siltstone, and .uddy sandstone with a subordinate aaount of 

conglo .. ratic sandstone. The .udstones and siltstones are generally purple 

reddish-brown, and locally greenish-gray. Bedding in the .udstone and 

siltstones is indistinct and .asked by severe surface weathering. The 

sandstones are moderate reddish-brown to light gray, fine-grained, with 

angular to sub-rounded quart% grains. These sandstone units are thinly

bedded to indistinctly bedded and lenticular. The relative proportions and 

distributions of lenticular mudstone, siltstone, sandstone, and ·channel· 

conglomerate units, low angle trough cross-stratification, scour and fill 

features, and petrified-wood frag.ents indicates fluvial floodplain and 

channel deposition. 

Outcrops of the Brushy Basin are very poorly exposed and for. a saooth 

slope above the ledge-forming Salt Wash Ke.ber. The only portion of the unit 

that is well exposed is an 8-10-ft thick congloaerate hori%on. The Salt 

Wash/Brushy Basin contact, though locally covered by slopevash debris, was 

placed at the top of the highest identifiable Salt Wash sandstone. The 

contact appears gradational, confor.able, and interfingering. The lower 

.udstones of the Brushy Basin appear to be transitional with the upper 

.udstones and siltstones of the Salt Wash Ke.ber. The gradational and 

interfingering contact between the two .embers indicates a subtle change in 

the Korrison depositional environ.ent. 
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Burro Canyon Foraation 

The Burro Canyon Foraation consists of pale yellowish-orange to 

greenish-gray, cliff-for.ing, fine-grained quart%ose sandstone. The sandstone 

ia co.posed of sub-rounded, clear quart% grains with subordinate a.aunts of 

chert, feldspar, and .icaceous debris. The .andstone displays both 

hori%ontal stratification and cross-stratification. 

The basal contact of the for.ation was placed at the base of the first 

sandstone above the variegated .udstone of the Brushy Basin Ke.ber of the 

"orrison Foraation. Locally, lenticular sand bodies of the Burro Canyon fill 

scour surfaces on the upper Brushy Basin bedding surface. The Burro Canyon 

Foraation crops out over a very narrow area on Polar Kesa. The Burro Canyon 

foras a light-colored broken cliff above the colorful slope of the Brushy 

Basin. 

QUATERNARY - TERTIARY SEDIMENTS 

Previous Investigations 

The unconsolidated aedi.ents in the Fisher Valley area were deposited by 

.olian, alluvial, and .ass-vaating processes. "inor .an-aade deposits exist 

in the area. Sand is the .ost abundant textural coaponent in the Quaternary 

units, and is pri.arily derived fro. the surrounding consolidated Upper 

Paleozoic and "esozoic sandstones. The .axiau. thickness of these sediments 

(Pliocene and Quaternary package) rarely exceeds 300 it, yet, according to 

Biggar and others (1981) and Colaan (1983) these are the thickest deposits of 

late Cenozoic age in the Paradox basin and perhaps the entire Colorado 

Plateau. 
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Eolian Deposits 

Eolian Sand Sheet (Qes) 

Thick accu.ulations of eolian sand (Qes) blanket the floor of Fisher 

Valley. The sand sheet is co.posed of unstratified, reddish-brovn, 

calcareous, non-indurated fine sand and silt. The deposits reach a .axi.u. 

exposed thickness of 30 ft. 

Thin, irregularly shaped, isolated eolian sand accu.ulations are found 

capping the Kayenta and Navajo dipslopes throughout the quadrangle. Thin 

discontinuous eolian sand sheets are also found on Polar Hesa. 

The eolian deposits found above the Kayenta stratigraphic level tend to 

be lighter in color and less silty than those found in Fisher Valley 

(Cutler/"oenkopi 8tratigraphic hori%on). Those eolian sand deposits found 

above the Kayenta are derived pri.arily fro. the poorly indurated sections of 

the Slickrock "e.ber of the "orrison For.ation and the Burro Canyon 

For.ation. 

Eolian Sand Dunes (Qed) 

Locally on the floor of Fisher Valley, the eolian sand sheets display 

dune .arphology. The dunes are subtle topographic features and a.plitudes of 

the dunes rarely exceed 3 ft. 
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Alluvial Deposits 

Alluvial channel deposits (Qal) 

Alluvial channel deposits (Qal) are found in the field area along Fisher 

and Onion Creeks and the Dolores River. The channel deposits are co.posed of 

aoderate reddish-brown, calcareous, thickly la.inated to thinly bedded, fine 

to coarse sand with subordinate aaounts of rounded gravel and cobbles. 

Subtle scour and fill structures are present throughout the unit. The 

alluviu. underlies and for.s terraces along the entire length of Fisher Creek 

in Cottonwood Canyon and some of its larger tributaries including Tho.pson 

and Burro Canyons. The alluvial deposits in Tho.pson and Burro Canyons are 

too s.all and discontinuous to .ap. 

Alluvial basin-fill deposits 

Alluvial basin fill sedi.ents have been subdivided, based on gross 

lithology, into tvo units following Col.an (1983) and Col.an and Hawkins 

(1985). The lower basin-fill sedi.ents (Qab.) are vell expose~ in the floor 

of the erosional a.phitheater of Onion Creek on the northwest end of Fisher 

Valley. The overlying basin-fill sediaents (Qab,) are exposed in the walls 

of the a.phitheater. The erosional a.phitheater is cut into a 

Pliocene/Quaternary sedi.entary basin that lies east of the Onion Creek 

diapir. 

Lower basin-fill deposits (Qab.L. The lower basin-fill deposits are reddish

brown, calcareous, fine to coarse sand, interbedded with clast- and .atrix

supported, subangular to subrounded gravel. Scour and fill structures, 
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tabular-planar and Yedge-planar cross-stratification is evident throughout 

the section. Toyard the edge of the basin, sediaents coarsen, and subangular 

to subrounded .atrix-supported gravel beds, Yhich are separated by bands and 

1.n8e8 of .. diu. to coarse sand, are the do.inant sediaent type. The unit 

contains a .ini.u. of three buried soils Yhich are exposed near the center of 

the sedi.entary basin (sec. 26, T. 24 5., R. 25 E.) but are not evident near 

the basin edges. Several angular unconfor.ities exist in the upper part of 

the unit and are yell defined near the edges of the basin. 

The age of the lover basin-fill unit is fairly vell constrained. The 

unit contains the Bishop ash (0.73 ".Y old: Izett, 1981), which varies from 2 

to 5 ft. According to Col.an (1983) and ColMan and others (1988) the basal 

parts of the unit probably yere deposited during the Gauss Noraal Polarity 

Chron. 

Upper basin-fill deposits (Qabtl. The upper basin-fill deposits are well 

exposed in the valls of the erosional a.phitheater in the Onion Creek area at 

the northYest end of Fisher Valley. The Qab. sediMents in the Onion Creek 

area consist of reddish-broYn, calcareous, thinly to .assively bedded, 

.lightly to .aderately indurated sand. 

The Qab1 sequence is confor.able within itself near the center of the 

basin but angular unconforaities beco .. evident stratigraphically near the 

edges of the basin. An angular unconforaity separates the upper basin-fill 

sediMents (Qab.) frOM the lower basin-fill sediMents (Cab.). 

The colluvial sediMents (Qac) that ria the floor of Fisher Valley were 

deposited on a surface that dips gently northwest toyard the exhumed 

aediaentary basin. These deposits aay reflect the yaning influx of alluvial 
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aaterial from Fisher Valley into the depositional basin. At present eolian 

.and deposits (ges) cover what .ay be a continuous sheet of Qab, sediaents 

below the floor of Fisher Valley. 

Alluvial sand (gas) 

Alluvial sand (gas) deposits consist of grayish-yellow to very light 

gray, thinly laminated to thinly bedded, fine to very coarse sand with a 

subordinate amount silt and scattered pebbles. The alluvial sand deposits 

differ from the alluvial channel deposits (Qal) in that they 1) lack gravel 

and cobbles, and scour and fill features, and 2) display thin horizontal 

stratification, and the alluvial sand contains laminations of peaty .aterial 

1/4 in. to 3/4 in. thick. 

Colaan and Hawkins (1985) obtained a radiocarbon age of 9330 ~ 150 yr 

B.P. from a peaty sand zone near the .iddle of the unit. The unit is exposed 

approximately 85 ft above the present junction of the two main forks of Onion 

Creek, and in other patches too small to map. 

Colluvial Deposits 

Colluvial deposits (gac) 

Colluvial deposits and alluviu •• ixed with slopewash material (Qac), are 

found around the margins of Fisher Valley, and at several locations in 

Thompson and Burro Canyons that are too small to map. The colluvium most 

likely interfingers with Qab1 sediaents and may underlie part or all of the 

southern end of Fisher Valley. The colluvium consists of ~oderate reddish-
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orange to aDderate reddish-brown, calcareous, thickly bedded, fine to coarse 

.and and angular to subangular gravel and cobbles. 

Slu.p deposits (Q.s(b» 

Sluap deposits are not coaaon in the Fisher Valley quadrangle and are 

restricted to Polar "esa. The slump deposit Qms(b) occurs solely within 

outcrops of Brushy Basin. Even though the transport distance appears to have 

been mini.al (less than 200 ft laterally and 80 ft vertically), and .ovement 

occurred along distinct slippage planes, the slu.p aaterial is incoherent and 

indicates that the unit acted ductily. It is probable that the slu.p has 

experienced secondary flow and sluaping. 

Talus deposits 

Talus deposits (Q.t) 

Talus deposits (Qat) consist of rock-fall debris such as blocks, 

boulders, and saaller angular fragaents that have fallen by gravity froa 

overlying units. The aost pronounced talus deposits occur as cones and 

sheets on the Fisher Valley floor beneath the Wingate Sandstone cliffs. 

The talus aaterial is derived pri.arily froa the Wingate Sandstone with 

subordinate amounts of Kayenta and Chinle debris. The talus cones are 

generally fan- or wedge-shaped, convex upward in cross-section and attain a 

aaximum thickness (70 ft) where they are adjacent to the cliff-forming Ali 

Baba "e.ber of the "oenkopi For.ation. 
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Abundant talus deposits are scattered along the ri. and base of Polar 

"esa. Debris is derived fro. the Tidwell, Salt Wash, and Brushy Basin 

"_.hers of the "orrison Foraation. 

Talus deposit involving Brushy Basin strata (Qat(b» 

Talus deposit Q.t(b) consists of boulders of congloaeratic sandstone 

derived froa the Brushy Basin "eMber. These rare scattered boulders are 

found lying on the Navajo bench at the base of Polar "esa and locally near 

the base of the Brushy Basin "eMber at the south end of Polar "esa. 

Talus deposit involving Wingate strata (Qat(w» 

Talus deposits g.t(w) consist of blocks, boulders, and saaller angular 

fragaents derived solely fro. the Wingate Sandstone. 

The rockfall deposits are located on the east wall of Fisher Valley, 

approxiMately 1 mile southeast of the Taylor ranch. 

"an-.ade fill 

"ine duap deposits (Qfd) 

Several aan-aade aine duaps, (Qfd) are scattered across Polar "esa. The 

deposits consist of angular cobbles of Salt Wash Sandstone. The .ine debris 

was -stockpiled' and for as dOMeS and cones, 30-150 ft in diaMeter and 

generally less than 10 ft in height. Several of the deposits are crescent

shaped and fringe the abandoned Mine workings. 
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S T R U C T U R E 

INTRODUCTION 

Initial growth of the anticlines at the end of the Pennsylvanian was 

caused by lateral flowage of Balt of the Paradox ForMation froM areas 

adjacent to the anticlines. By the close of the "eB02oic Balt in the 

peripheral flanking regions was greatly attenuated. The collapse of the 

anticlines appears to have developed by erosional stripping of Triassic -

Cretaceous overburden and progressive downward dissolution of the caprock by 

rain and ground water circulating through fractures. During the Cenozoic 

salt flowage within the anticlines has continued to produce local structural 

ano.alies, including diapirs. 

FISHER VALLEY ANTICLINE 

Regional Relationships 

The Fisher Valley anticline is the northeastern-.ast salt anticline in 

the Paradox basin. It forMs a broad kidney-shaped bulge on the large salt 

structure froM which the Salt Valley, Cache Valley, Onion Creek, and Sinbad 

Valley anticlines also rise. The Salt Valley - Cache Valley - Onion Creek -

Fisher Valley - Sinbad Valley anticline is the longest anticlinal structure, 

has a .ore irregular trend, and shows a greater number of structural 

variations than any other anticline in the region <Shoemaker and others 1958; 

Jones, 1959). 

The Fisher Valley anticline is situated mid-way along this 50-.i-long 

anticlinal trend. The axis trends north-northwest where it enters the 
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southern end of Fisher Valley and the aap area, and bends west-northwest near 

the central portion of Fisher Valley. The arcuate shape of the axis and 

other axes (Salt Valley-Cache Valley) have been attributed to drag folding 

along a deep-seated shear- 20ne (Kelley and Clinton, 1960; Hite, 1975), and to 

defor.ation associated with eaplaceaent of the La Sal Kountains (Hunt, 1958; 

Col.an, 1983). The axis plunges northwest along its entire length and is 

followed by the Fisher Creek and Onion Creek drainages, which were locali2ed 

by it. 

The northeast flank of the fold is bounded by Sagers Wash syncline 

northeast of the Map area. It trends parallel to the Fisher Valley anticline 

and the Unco.pahgre uplift. The northeast flank of the syncline is formed by 

the southwest flank of the Unco.pahgre Plateau anticline. The northeast 

flank of the Fisher Valley anticline is 7-8 ai wide and the cuesta-like ri.s 

dip away fro. the valley at an average of 4-7 degrees. The southwest liMb of 

the Fisher Valley anticline and the northeast liMb of the Castle Valley 

anticline forM an intervening shallow syncline. The southwest flank is 4-B 

.i wide, and the ria that bounds the valley dips less than 10 degrees avay 

froa Fisher Valley. Rocks in the valley valls belov the rims, however, 

coaaonly dip aore steeply. 

The salt cores that underlie the collapsed features along anticline axes 

in the Paradox basin are separate aasses that are probably connected at depth 

to a core of salt that runs the length of the anticline (Shoemaker and 

others, 1958). The Fisher Valley anticline has been considered to be 

underlain by tvo salt cells: 1) the Onion Creek diapir salt cell, and 2) the 

salt cell that underlies Fisher Valley (Shoemaker, 1954; Shoemaker and 

others, 1958; Elston and Shoeaaker, 1961). 
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Cottonwood Graben 

Local Structure 

The Cottonwood graben structure extends fro. Fisher Valley along an 

average N5~E strike for approxi.ately 5 .i. The graben is located on the 

northeast li.b of the Fisher Valley anticline, and is oriented nor.al to the 

arcuate bend in the anticlinal trend (plate 1). The graben ranges in width 

from 1.2 to 1.5 mi with up to 1400 ft of structural relief across the 

bounding faults. The southeastern edge of the graben is bounded by a steep 

(86·), northwest-dipping for aost of its length, normal fault but bi'urcates 

into a pair of faults near the middle (sec. 21, T. 24 S., R. 25 E.). The 

cu •• ulative throw on the fault pair is the saae as the main fault. Because 

the floor of the graben is bowed, and tilted to the southwest along auch of 

its length, displacement on the graben-bounding faults varies along strike. 

"axi.u. displace.ent on the southest-bounding fault is about 1100 ft at a 

point approximately one mile northeast of the southwest end of the graben 

(NEl/4, NWl/4, sec. 29, T. 24 S., R. 25 E.; plate 1). Displacement 

di.inishes to %ero at the northeast end, and to 800 ft at the southwest end 

of the graben. 

The northwestern edge of the graben is bounded by a series of en

echelon southeast-dipping noraal faults with antithetic northwest-dipping 

nor.al faults. The southeast-dipping faults are nearly vertical (84 -90·). 

The antithetic faults are less extensive with slightly shallower dips (70 -

85·). Slip on these secondary faults has resulted in inward clockwise 

rotation of SODe fault blocks viewed along a northeast-trending rotational 

axis. The fault with the largest displacement represents the northwest-most 
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li.it of the graben; .axi.u. downthrow of .ore than 1400 ft occured at a 

point 1.6 .i. northeast of the southwest end of the graben (HEl/4, NWl/4, 

sec. 19, T. 24 S., R. 25 E.; plate 1). Displace.ent diminishes to 2ero to 

the northeast, and to 1000 ft near the southwest end of the graben. The 

other faults display less than 400 ft of vertical displace.ent. The 

Cottonwood graben reseables a siailar northeast-trending graben adjacent to 

Sinbad Valley as described by Shoe.aker and others (1958) and Cater (1970). 

The graben-bounding faults are equally prominent. At depth, the graben 

is undoubtedly constrained by these two faults, though faults within the 

graben, which probably were generated near the Paradox-Honaker Trail or 

Paradox-Cutler contact, dissect the fault block. It is unknown whether 

Honaker Trail strata are present beneath the graben. The Paradox is nowhere 

.xposed at the surface either in the graben, or further northeast along 

strike of the structure in the Dolores River canyon. There is no evidence to 

indicate ano.alous deforaation in the floor of the graben, and therefore the 

Paradox probably does not exist in the shallow-subsurface (less than 3500 

ft). The cross-section and structure contour map (plate 1) suggest that the 

graben is coincident with the axis of a subtle northeast-trending arch. 

The rocks underwent brittle faulting and rigid body translation and 

rotation during graben for.ation; there is no evidence of folding adjacent to 

the bounding faults. However, subtle folding of the floor of the graben 

along an axis perpendicular to the bounding faults is evident (plate 1, 3). 

Throw on the bounding faults of the the Cottonwood graben diminishes to 

the northeast where the floor of the graben .erges with the aore steeply 

dipping horsts on either side. Thus the floor of the graben underwent 

counterclockwise rotation about a northwest-trending subhori20ntal 'hinge' at . 
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the northeast end of the graben. The surface representation of the hinge of 

the graben (where surface faults visibly die out in the exposed Kayenta 

Fora.tion) lies approxi.ately one .i southwest of the Dolores River (plate 

1). The surface location of the hinge represents where brittle defor.ation 

ceased. The hinge line area is situated just southwest of the known 

northeast li.it of Paradox salt deposition, as inferred fro. well-log and 

seis.ic data. 

The -hinge like- geometry of the Cottonwood graben is most likely due to 

preferential dissolution of Paradox evaporites from the southwest end of the 

graben. A wedge-shaped salt mass probably thickens from a minimum near the 

axis of Sagers Wash syncline, to a maximum in the salt-cored Fisher Valley 

anticline. 

The southwestern extension of the graben is .asked by thick Quaternary 

eolian sands, although two saall, near vertical, northwest-trending faults 

cut the extreme southwestern end of the graben. These faults have allowed 

rotation of small fault blocks toward the valley. 

The shape of the bowed graben suggests that salt flowed from below the 

Cottonwood graben into the crest of the Fisher Valley anticline as salt was 

being actively dissolved from the salt-cored Fisher Valley anticline. The 

shape of the graben indicates that a thick salt sequence may have been 

re.oved fro. beneath the present structural low. 

It is probable that graben configuration was caused by deformation 

associated with salt movement, dissolution, and collapse. During collapse of 

the graben, a structurally positive area at the southwest end of the graben 

prevented downfolding of "es02oic rocks. Goydas (1988) suggested that a 

ano.alously thick salt section or diapir (informally named the Cottonwood 
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diapir) existed at this location during the Jurassic. Even though rapid 

dissolution of the salt core aay have occurred during collapse of the Fisher 

Valley anticline, part 01 the ano.alously thick section aay have reaained as 

• structural high during collapse of the Cottonwood graben. Anoaalous 

sedi.entological variations in Moenkopi and Chinle strata exposed near this 

location indicate local, strongly developed, Triassic halokinetic deformation 

(see section on unconforaities and sediaentologic variations). 

A northeast-trending %one of extension developed on the northeast limb 

of the Fisher Valley anticline where curvature of the fold axis was greatest 

is coincident with the trend of Cottonwood graben and may have contributed to 

its growth. The graben also coincides with subtle arching of post-Paradox 

strata (structure contour .ap, plate 1) suggesting that a thickened salt

section .ay have existed beneath the arch prior to graben for.ation. 

Folds Adjacent to the Onion Creek Diapir 

Local Structure 

In the western part of the study area, north of the Onion Creek d~apir, 

several west-northwest-trending folds occur in the Cutler Formation adjacent 

to the diapir. The axis of a tight northeast-verging syncline plunges s· to 

S6~E. The steep liab of the structure is adjacent to the fault contact 

between the Cutler Foraation and the Onion Creek diapir (Paradox Formation). 

Three open folds (tva anticlines and one syncline) of lesser amplitude are 

present to the north. 
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Genesis 

These folds are probably related to halokinetic deforMation caused by 

s.lt flowage into the diapir. The syncline appears to be a drag fold 

associated with the rising diapir, although the folds away from the diapir 

appear sy ... trical and are possibly due to local compressional stress 

associated with a rising, .xpanding diapir. Ooelling (1983, 1988) has 

suggested that tight synclines for. by collapse of rock units adjacent to the 

.ain salt Mass following dissolution of underlying salt by water percolating 

downward from surface drainageways. Such a scenario requires contemporaneous 

non-dissolution and non-deforMation of the relatively erodible, ductile main 

salt .ass. This process of collapse of rock units adjacent to the diapir 

could not have resulted in the shortening observed in the tight syncline. An 

alternative interpretation is that diapiric 'aoveaent of salt caused folding 

in co.petent beds adjacent to the salt .ass. 

Intraformational Moenkopi Folds 

Local Structure 

Intrafor.ational folding within the Moenkopi adjacent to the crest of 

the Fisher Valley anticline, indicates Early Triassic (Moenkopi time) 

defor.ation. More than nine (five of .appable si%e) sMall anticlines, 

subdued syncline pairs, and aonoclines radiate outward from the western and 

central portions of the Fisher Valley intrusive salt mass. Four similar 

structures exist along the southern margin of Onion Creek in the adjoining 

Professor Valley quadrangle. Well developed examples of these anticlines are 

found adjacent to the Cottonwood graben near the arcuate bend in the axis of 
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the Fisher Valley anticline. The axes of the intraformational folds are up 

ta 3000 ft long, with a.plitudes up to approxi.ately 150 ft. "ost of the 

structures were for.ed during deposition of the upper "oenkopi. Lower 

"oenkopi beds are folded with little or no thickness changes across the 

structures. Upper "oenkopi beds are folded, but are also thinned over the 

anticlinal crests. The structures die out upward through the "oenkopi 

section, and generally the top of the "oenkopi is confor.able with the 

overlying horizontal Chinle Formation, although a fey of the anticline crests 

are truncated by Chinle strata. Three of the folds, including the monocline 

flexure on the north vall of Fisher Valley, north of the mouth of Cottonwood 

graben, involved lover Chinle strata. Four (tvo of mappable size) of the 

anticlines with s.aller interli.b angles have undergone .inor brittle 

defar.ation. Displaceaent of less than 8 ft occurs in subvertical nor.al 

faults, which parallel the axial planes of the folds. These faults appear to 

be restricted to the lover "oenkopi, although they may continue down-section 

through the unexposed Cutler Formation. The fey exposed sections of Cutler 

strata that lie beneath the folds are undeformed. 

Genesis 

The consistent northeast-trend of acst of the small anticlines in Fisher 

Valley (all of the .apped anticlines that are located on the east wall of 

the valley), and their proximity to the northeast-tending Cottonwood graben 

structure suggests that these structures may be fault-related at depth. Pre

Pennsylvanian base.ent faults, which were reactivated during the Permian and 

Early Triassic, or acre likely, salt-tectonic faults (formed during salt 

dissolution) cutting aost or all of the Permian section, could have 
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precipitated the upward flow of salt and consequent defor.ation of overlying 

"oenkopi strata. If these faults exist they .ay represent an early 

.anifestation of northeast-trending faults that constrained the location and 

orientation of Tertiary ·collapse of Cottonwood graben. The anticlines in the 

"oenkopi exposed in the Professor Valley quadrangle trend northward and .ay 

also represent radial faulting away fro. the Onion Creek salt mass. 

Joints 

Cumulative joint data from Seven Mile Mesa indicate that the dominant 

joint set parallels the axis of the Fisher Valley anticline, whereas the 

aecondary joint set trends nor.al to the axis. Joint data fro. the 

Cottonwood graben area display two equally co.aon joint sets. One joint set 

is parallel to the trend of the Fisher Valley anticline; the other is normal 

to the axis of the anticline (parallel to the trend of the Cottonwood 

graben). Fractures subparallel to the Fisher Valley anticlinal axis are 

interpreted as having foraed as a result of extension normal to the crest, 

thus suggesting a genetic link between folding and fracturing. Those 

fractures that are nor.al to the anticlinal axis are poorly developed outside 

the Cottonwood graben area suggesting a link to graben formation. It is 

possible that the northeast-trending joints (parallel to the trend of the 

Cottonwood graben) for.ed conte.poraneously with faulting in the graben. An 

alternative hypothesis is that those joints normal to the anticline axis pre

date formation of the graben. The varying orientations of joints in the 

Fisher Valley area reflect the curvature of the northeast limb of the Fisher 

Valley anticline. Secondary joints are consistently oriented normal to the 
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anticlinal axis and are .ost strongly developed near the greatest amount of 

curvature on the northeast li.b of the anticline, near Cottonwood graben. 

Therefore, the graben .ay be coincident with this prexisting joint syste •• 

Halokinetic History of the Fisher Valley Area 

Unconfor.ities and Sediaentologic Features 

The Fisher Valley anticline formed during the Pennsylvanian through Late 

Triassic. Interfor.ational unconforMities between the Cutler/Moenkopi, 

Moenkopi/Chinle, and Chinle/Wingate, and intraiormational unconformities 

within the Cutler, Moenkopi, Chinle, and Wingate ForMations are locally 

observable in the escarpaents of the valley (nearest to the collapsed crest 

of the anticline). The unconfor.ities are interpreted to represent periods 

of relatively rapid salt deforMation. IntraforMational unconforMities within 

the Cutler are individually subtle but cUMulatively noticeable. The basal 

part of the Cutler Formation, where exposed outside the quadrangle, dips 30 

to 40 degrees away fro. the crestal areas of the anticline. In the adjacent 

Professor Valley quadrangle, basal Cutler beds dip as Much as 80 degrees 

adjacent to the Onion Creek diapir. The upper bedding planes of the Cutler 

dip 20 degrees away fro. the axis. 

The interforMational unconfor.ity between the Cutler and Moenkopi is 

generally less than a 4-degree angular discordance. Intraformational 

unconformities within the Moenkopi are subtle (individually unmeasurable), 

but reflect the fact that the top of the formation has a lover dip (5 

degrees) than the base of the formation. The interforMational unconiormity 

between the Moenkopi and Chinle, which is generally 2 -3 degrees on the 
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eastern, western, and northern escarpments surrounding Fisher Valley, is 

absent in exposures at the southern end of Fisher Valley. Intraformational 

unconformities within the Chinle and the interformational unconformity 

between the Chinle and Wingate Formations are subtle but evident in the 

escarpaents that surround the northern half of Fisher Valley, and absent in 

the southern half of the valley. The absence of upper Moenkopi through 

Wingate unconformities near the southern end of Fisher Valley indicates a 

lack of halokinetic deformation in this area and suggests a thinned salt 

section. Those areas most strongly affected by halokinetic deformation are 

assumed to be located above thickened salt sections. Therefore, areal 

distribution of syn-depositional deformation and sedimentologic variations 

induced by salt deformation can be used to delineate the elliptical shape of 

the salt core that underlies Fisher Valley. The inferred shape corresponds 

to the regional aeromagnetic maps constructed by Case and Joesting (1972). 

Thinning of the Cutler, Moenkopi, and Chinle Formations is evident along 

the flanks of the anticline. Basal Cutler strata are in fault contact with 

the Paradox evaporites, which comprise the Onion Creek diapir. Removal of 

the crestal region of the anticline and renewed salt movement has obscured 

original (Cutler time) stratigraphic/structural relationships, but angular 

discordance between units is used to infer syndepositional thinning in the 

fold crest. Thickness trends,· inferred fro. scattered. well logs, and from 

publications (Baars, 1962; Cater, 1970) indicate thickened sections 

peripheral to the northeast side of the anticline. These thickness trends 

cannot be used to suggest syndepositional defor.ation associated with a 

rising salt mass because the Cutler regionally thickens toward the northeast. 
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Thickness changes within the Moenkopi, adjacent to the anticline crest, 

are well illustrated in the northwest escarpaent that rims Cottonwood graben. 

The Moenkopi in this outcrop, radically thickens to form a -monocline-like w 

structure (plate 1); acre than 45 ft of vertical aggradation has occurred in 

less than 0.2 mi (down dip direction) away fro. the crest of the Fisher 

Valley anticline, into the neighboring Sagers Wash syncline. There is no 

evidence to indicate that the thickened Cutler and Moenkopi sections are 

local lens-shaped bodies. Thickness trends presumably continue (increase 

thickness less rapidly) away from the anticline. Therefore, it is suggested 

that peripheral sinks in the Paradox evaporites, did not materialize during 

growth of the salt structure or did not manifest themselves up through the 

buried Cutler For.ation. Thickness changes in the southwest flank of the 

anticline could not be identified because outcrops of Moenkopi, normal to the 

axis of the anticline do not exist in the quadrangle. 

Thinning of the Chinle Formation toward the crestal region of the 

anticline is evident but more subtle than thickness changes in th~ subJacent 

Moenkopi. In the northeast-dipping flank of the anticline the Chinle is 

approxi.ately 325 ft thick, and it thins to approximately 295 ft in the 

escarp.ents that bound the collapsed crest of the anticline. 

Sedi.entological variations, including subtle facies changes and changes 

in stratification (bedforms) exist within the Moenkopi and Chinle Formations 

adjacent to the crestal region of the anticline. Coarse sand grains in the 

Chinle, and lenticular silt deposits (deposits that are anomalous to the 

formation) within the Moenkopi Formation indicate changing or locally 

anomalous depositional environments adjacent to the anticlinal crest. 

Asy •• etric lenses of .ediu.-grained, cross-bedded sandstone, which are 
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atypical in the Moenkopi ForMation are found peripheral to the crestal 

r~ions of the anticline. 

No recognizable unconforaities exist within or at the contacts of the 

Wingate Sandstone or Kayenta Foraations near the crestal region of the 

anticline. This suggests a relatively quiescent period of deposition. The 

hoaogeneity of Wingate thickness across the anticline, which has been used to 

docuaent regional and local syn-depositional deforMation (Nation and Blakely, 

1988), corroborates the absence of deformation during deposition of the 

Wingate. Deformation in younger Mesozoic rocks was not detected because of 

the lack of exposures in the crestal region of the anticline; the dipslopes 

on the flanks of the structure are composed dominantly of Kayenta strata. 

Developaent of the Fisher Valley Anticline and Associated Diapirs 

The halokinetic and sedi.entological features in the Fisher Valley area, 

can be linked to particular stages in the development of the salt structure. 

Doelling (1988) proposed four chronologic periods in the development of salt 

structures in the Arches National Park region: 1) a period of most active 

salt aove.ent (300-225 •• y.)~ 2) a period of localized salt movement (225-100 

a.y.)~ 3) a period of deep cover (100-10 •• y.)~ and 4) a period of 

dissolution (10 a.y. - present). Salt tectonic events in the Fisher Valley 

area can be loosely assigned to these periods. 

The growth of the Fisher Valley anticline and areas of positive 

structural relief (incipient Onion Creek and Cottonwood diapirs) were 

initiated by Late Pennsylvanian - Permian. The kidney-shaped core of the 

anticline was undoubtedly emplaced by the Late Permian. The simultaneous 
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existence of the anion Creek and Cottonwood diapirs during the Pennsylvanian 

and Per.ian is speculative. 

Active vertical growth of the Cottonwood diapir occured during the Late 

Triassic through Kiddle<?·) Jurassic. Sedi.entologic evidence in the 

escarp.ents at the southwest end of Cottonwood graben indicate ano.alous syn

depositional defor.ation. Interfor.ational unconfor.ities (Cutler/Moenkopi, 

Moenkopi/Chinle, Chinle/Wingate and nu.erous intrafor.ational unconior.ities, 

facies changes, and syn-depositional folding of the Moenkopi and lower Chinle 

Formations adjacent to the present mouth of Cottonwood graben indicate local 

salt deformation. Nowhere else along the trend of the anticline are such 

sedi.entologic features so well developed and with such great magnitude. The 

southern escarpaents of Fisher Valley, which lie closer to the crest of the 

anticline than any of the escarpaents farther north, expose no sedimentologic 

evidence approaching the .agnitude of the angular discordances and 

depositional thinning that exist farther north. 

Sedimentologic evidence in the escarpments north and south of the Onion 

Creek diapir suggest a period of quiesecence in the growth of the diapir 

during the Jurassic. During this phase in the develop.ent of the salt 

structures beneath Fisher Valley, salt-flow .ay have been locally diverted 

away fro. the Onion Creek diapir and into the growing Cottonwoood diapir. 

These structural positives were undoubtedly buried during the Early 

Cretaceous. 

Fisher Valley, Cottonwood diapir and related Cottonwood graben collapsed 

during the Cen020ic (see Cottonwood graben description). Growth of the Onion 

Creek diapir continued during the Pliocene through Quaternary. The collapse 

of the structures was controlled by dissolution of salt which was facilitated 
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by active erosion and removal of confining layers, canyon cutting, and 

incision by the Colorado River, vhich transects the anticline trend, and by 

active ground-vater circulation along collapse-induced fractures. The 

inferred Cottonvood diapir is not exposed. Col.an (1983), Col.an and Havkins 

(1985) and Col.an and others (1988) have docuaented several pulses of 

diapiric salt aoveaent vithin the Onion Creek salt .ass between 2.5 •. y. ago 

and 250,000 years B.P •• This stage of halok1net1c history within Fisher 

Valley corresponds to Doelling's (1988) late Cen020ic period of dissolution 

and renewed salt aovement. 

GEOLOGIC HAZARDS 

Rock fall, flash floods, debris flow, and collapse of abandoned 

uraniu./vanadiua .ines are the pri.ary geologic hazards in the Fisher Valley 

quadrangle. Because the quadrangle is located in a sparsley populated part of 

the state and is inhabited only by residents of the Taylor ranch, risk to people 

is reduced. 

Rock Falls, Landslides 

The nuaerous cliffs for.ed by the Wingate Sandstone in the quadrangle show 

evidence of historic rock falls. The sandstone unit has two joint sets 

<orientatioins vary along the arcuate trend of the Fisher Valley anticline) 

which co.bine to separate large slabs and define the cliff face angle visible 

froa the valley below. The Chinle For.ation, upon which the Wingate cliffs 
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rest, is weak and by erosion undercuts the ~assive sandstone ledges creating 

pedestal-like blocks which eventually topple off their perches. 

The valley-facing sandstone cliffs tower 900 to 1200 ft above Fisher 

Valley. The sandstone cfiff and underlying slope can be divided into at least 

three 20nes based on average slope and distribution of rockfall debris: 1) 

Vertical cliff source area - A 315 ft high cliff of jointed sandstone sheds 

large slabs that shatter, showering the slope below; 2) Acceleration zone -

Chinle and upper Moenkopi slope of up to 65 percent immediately below the source 

area acts as a runway for acceleration. No large debris can remain at rest on 

these slopes due to the steepness and generally unvegetated surface. Coarse 

colluviuM (angular gravels and cobbles) rests on these surfaces; and, 3) Resting 

zone - slopes of 10 to 30 percent along the foot of the valley wall. This area 

is sparaely wooded with juniper. The aajority of rock fall debris comes to rest 

on these surfaces. 

Flash Flood, Debris Flow 

The region surrounding the Fisher Valley quadrangle consists of steep

walled, narrow canyons, and high plateaus. Abundant unconsolidated surface 

.aterial, sparse vegatation, and intense summer thunderstorms combine to make 

the potential for flash flood and debris flow high. Threat is primarily to the 

dirt road along the Onion Creek drainage, the dirt road that rims the southern 

aargin of Fisher Valley (along the northern flank of the LaSal Kountains) and to 

highway 128 which occurs 6 .i west of the quadrangle and which crosses several 

drainages, including the Onion Creek drainage. 
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UraniuM - VanadiuM Kine Collapse 

Underground uraniuM/vanadiuM Mining in the Polar and North Beaver Kesa area 

yas begun in the early 1900s. "any of the open pillar-supported rOOMS are in 

poor condition and old workings occasionally collapse. 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 

UraniuM - Vanadium Deposits 

Carnotite Mining ensued about 1910 in western Colorado on Blue Creek, 

Outlaw, and Tenderioot mesas (Chew, 1983). ClaiMs on Polar Kesa were not 

staked until 1914. The relatively late start of Mining on the Mesa was due 

to inaccessibilty and lack of water. Beaver Creek, which heads in the La Sal 

Mountains, had been diverted to Fisher Creek for ranching and irrigation 

(D.L. Taylor, 1987, personal communication>. Little water remained on North 

Beaver and Polar Kesas. Drinking water was packed in from springs on the 

east and west sides of Polar Mesa, and stock were served from dirt tanks 

(Dane, 1935). 

Keystone Metals Reduction COMpany developed many of the claims on Polar 

Mesa. Ore was hand sorted and sacked and sent to the Keystone Ketals 

Reduction COMpany pilot Millon the south end of Polar Kesa (Chew, 1983). 

The Majority of the concentrate was packed by mule across Cottonwood Canyon 

and onto sevenmile Kesa, to a subcamp 5 miles southeast of Dewey, and then by 

wagon to Cisco (D.L. Taylor, 1987, personal communications; Dane, 1935). 

Some of the ore may have been shipped to Castleton, Utah. Mining on the mesa 

and throughout the Colorado Plateau slowed after 1921. The decline in 
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production of radiu. was brought about by the discovery of extremely rich are 

in the Belgian Congo; some ship.ents contained 691 U~O.. The Belgian 

.onopoly pegged the price of uraniu. at $70 per ton in 1923 and forced all 

producers except the U.S. · Radiu. co.pany off the .arket by 1925 (Coffin, 

1954). Operations were resu.ed on Polar Kesa in 1937 by Habra .ines (Emerson 

and S.ith, 1944). Significant a.ounts of radiu. vere .ined fro. 1942 - 1944 

under contracts by the Ketals Reserve Corporation, a govern.ent agency formed 

to aquire vanadium for steel production during World War II (Goodknight and 

Daub, 1983). The firmer price for vanadium, improved roads, and 

transportation made lover-grade are more profitable than 25 years previously. 

Fro. June 1942 until February 1944, 7600 tons averaging 2X V.O, were shipped 

fro. Polar "esa to the Ketals Reserve Co.pany stock piles (Emerson and Smith, 

1944). After World War II, in 1948, .ining resuaed with incentives offered 

by the U.S. Ato.ic Energy Co.mission (AEC). The AEC program lasted until 

1971 but development on Polar Kesa vas essentially complete by the mid-1950s. 

Kining on Polar Kesa continued into the late-1970s (Chew, 1983). 

The U.S. Oepart.ent of Energy (DOE) records indicate that during 1948-

1979 during the Ato.ic Energy Commission's procure.ent program, the .ines on 

Polar "esa are credited vith producing 183,000 tons of are averaging .31X 

U~O. and 1.487X V.Os. The DOE records indicate that since 1948 the Gateway 

.ining district, vhich consists of .ines on Koon, Blue, Outlaw, Calamity, 

Flat Top, Tenderfoot, John Brown, Beaver, and Polar Kesas, produced 2,711,786 

tons of are that averaged 0.29X U~O. and 0.94X V.O,. 

The uranium deposits on Polar Kesa are located in the Salt Wash Member 

of the Korrison For.ation. The major are body is a bed of massive cross

bedded fine to aediu.-grained, yellow-gray to brown sandstone ranging in 
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thickness from 9 - 66 ft. This major uranium bed, which is called the ·Pay 

Off Sande on Polar "esa (Eicher and Bivens, 1955), is located about 20 - 30 

ft below the Salt Wash - Brushy Basin contact. The lowest known .ineralized 

zone is about 75 it above the Salt Wash - Tidwell contact. 

The ore bodies are generally tabular-flat, or stratified, 3 - 6 it 

thick, and their occurrence is controlled by lithology. Bedding and the 

lateral continuity of the channel sandstone are controlling factors in ore

body size. The mineralogy of these ore bodies includes carnotite, 

tyuyamunite, uraninite, coffinite, corvusite, montrosite, hewetite, vanoxite, 

pascoite, and rossite. These minerals are generally aphanitic to fine

grained crystals (H.H. Doelling, 1987, personal communication). The mines on 

Polar "esa, which are aapped on fig 23, and listed on table 1, are generally 

open stope, roo. and pillar. "any of the .ines tunnel into the soft mudstone 

underlying the ore-bearing sandstone. The rock aass in the mines is 

generally self-supporting, needing timber only for chutes and raises. 

Hydrocarbons 

The Fisher Valley quadrangle is located in the Paradox fold and fault 

belt where petroleua occurrences are widespread but exploration in the 

i.aediate region has been li.ited. Production has been acquired frOM salt 

intrusion, structural, and structural/stratigraphic traps (CleM and Brown, 

1984). The priMary productive zones are the Leadville Formation, the Cane 

Creek zone of the Alkali Gulch Kember of the Paradox Formation, the Akah 

"ember of the Paradox Formation, the Ouray Formation, and the KcCraken Kember 

of the Elbert For.ation. The source for petroleUM in the region is the 



organic-rich shale beds of the Paradox For.ation. The region south of the 

quadrangle, in San Juan, Eaery, Wayne, Garfield, and Kane Counties, has seen 

exploration activity during the last few years (Krivanek, 1981). North of 

the quadrangle, in northeastern Grand County, which is the .ost prolific area 

in the county, production has been reali2ed fro. structural, salt intrusion, 

structural/stratigraphic, and stratigraphic traps (Young, 1983). Petroleu. 

reserves in this area are generated in the Paradox For.ation, "aneos Shale, 

and Green River For.ation. Production is reported fro. sandstone beds in the 

"ancos Shale, Dakota, Cedar "ountain, "orrison, and Entrada Formations 

(Young, 1983). 

Locally within the Fisher Valley field area, wells have been drilled 

unsuccessfully. North of the escarp.ent that bounds Fisher Valley, on 

Seven.ile aesa, two dry holes were drilled. West of the field area, on the 

western edge of the Onion Creek diapir, two wells were drilled, but no 

production was reported. 
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